ABSTRACT

Ophthalmology related clinical trials often involve high levels of risk due to issues concerning patient safety. With the advancement of imaging techniques, there is an increasing abundance of patient data available for the purpose of research. For every patient, an ophthalmic visit consists of various data points collected related to visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, ocular pressure, visual field tests, and retinal scans with the optic nerve. Measurements are observed and recorded in every visit while data may be processed and mapped for clinical research studies. While, the rest of the vision related parameters may be directly inputted by a physician, there is a lot of imaging data that can be standardized and made available for researchers. This paper would be focused on acquiring retinal scan data for patients, analyzing images, detecting abnormalities, and integrating them into clinical trials. Retinal scans will be analyzed to find anomalies and help with disease detection using image processing and machine learning techniques. This approach will be useful for capturing images and extracting the exact location and dimensions of diseased areas from images. The data can then be mapped as per standards for clinical research.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will explore the eye and list out the Ophthalmology checks performed at physician’s office along with tools and techniques utilized for Image analysis, using MATLAB (MathWorks) as a tool used for computer vision.

EXPLORING THE HUMAN EYE

The Human Eye is a complex machine of various parts that resemble a camera, where all image formation happens at the Macula or the Central Vision.

Figure 1a: Parts of the Human Eye
Figure 1b: The Human Eye Anatomy

Figure 1: The Human Eye: Morphology. Image Source: National Eye Institute (NEI)
Figure 1a: How the eyes work. 2019. https://www.nei.nih.gov/learn-about-eye-health/healthy-vision/how-eyes-work
Figure 1b: NEI-medialibrary-5261899.jpg. 2020. https://medialibrary.nei.nih.gov/media/3723
COMPONENTS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY DATA

Some of the basic checks performed during an annual eye check-up are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>REQUIRES MEASUREMENT/DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto refractor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Dilation</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucoma Test</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmoscope</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optomap.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral Vision Test</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoropter</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffer Test</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinoscope</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slit Lamp Exam</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snellen Chart</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Screening</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Ophthalmology Data Collection.

IMAGING DATA IN OPHTHALMOLOGY

One of the most important part of Ophthalmology data collection involves imaging data or retinal scans. Retinal Fundus scans are utilized for analysis and change from baseline tracking. Retinal ganglion cells receive information about the light our eyes detect from other cells in the retina at structures called dendrites and then relay it to the brain via axons.

Figure 3a: The Human Retina
Figure 3b: Normal Vision
Figure 3: An illustration of the human retina. Image source: National Eye Institute (NEI).

Figure 3a: NEI-medialibrary-3315734.jpg. 2019. https://medialibrary.nei.nih.gov/media/3497
Figure 3b: NEI-medialibrary-6928570.png. 2019. https://medialibrary.nei.nih.gov/media/1804
DEEP DIVE INTO RETINAL IMAGE ANALYSIS

We will be analyzing retinal scans data, obtained from the National Eye Institute image library. The images have been downloaded, saved at the local directory, and read into MATLAB environment.

READING RETINAL SCAN IMAGES

All images are in *.png format and each image has three components, Red, Green Blue

```matlab
one=imread('one.png'); two=imread('two.png');
three=imread('three.png'); four=imread('four.png');
five=imread('five.png'); six=imread('six.png');
seven=imread('seven.png'); eight=imread('eight.png');
imshow(two);
% Eight images are read (ordered from left to right).
```

Figure 4: Reading source image data files in *.png format.

Image Source: National Eye Institute (NEI).

OBERT IMAGE INFORMATION AND PRE-PROCESS IMAGES

Images may be of similar size in the real world, here they are all different sizes.

Check Image size:

```matlab
%Check Image Size
title 'Check Image Size'
size(one)
size(two)
size(three)
size(four)
size(five)
size(six)
size(seven)
size(eight)
```

RESIZE AND PRE-PROCESS IMAGES FOR ANALYSIS

We would need to standardize the images to be of same size for comparison, contrast, and analysis. Images would then need to be converted from 3D (RGB) to 2D (Grayscale). RGB images are 3 dimensional arrays of Red, Green and Blue pixels,

![RGB Image](https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/matlab-rgb-image-representation/)

![Grayscale Image](https://ai.stanford.edu/~syyeung/cvweb/tutorial1.html)

%Resize Images one standard size

```matlab
title 'Resize Images'
one_1=imresize(one,[430,617])
two_1=imresize(two,[430,617])
three_1=imresize(three,[430,617])
%Convert the image from RGB to Grayscale
title 'Convert the image from RGB to Grayscale.'
One_2=rgb2gray(one_1);
Two_2=rgb2gray(two_1);
```
Three_2=rgb2gray(three_1);
imshow(One_2);

Figure 5: Converting images from RGB to Grayscale.

CONTRAST ADJUSTMENT

Images are contrast adjusted using three methods, imadjust which will either auto adjust or readjust based on input and output contrast parameters. Here we are displaying three methods of image contrasting that use the auto adjust(imadjust) and using intensity values, by using intensity values in empty matrix ([ ]) for [low_in high_in] or for [low_out high_out], this would specify to a default of [0 1].

One_2=imadjust(One_2);
One_2_A=imadjust(One_2,[0.2 0.9],[[]);
One_2_B=imadjust(One_2,[0.2 0.9],[0.0 0.9]);
imshow(One_2) % Results Left to Right

Figure 6: Adjust Image Contrast
%Adjust image Contrast by image histogram equalization for unclear images
%here we are considering the Sixth Image
figure
imhist(Six_2,64)

IMAGE DIFFERENCING TO IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREA

SECTION A

In this section two grayscale images are subtracted to get the diseased area, this method can be applied to calculate change from previous visit.

%Select two images to compare - substracting abnormal image from normal image
imshowpair(One_2_A,Four_2_A,'montage');
SubtractedImage = double(One_2_A) - double(Four_2_A);
imshow(SubtractedImage, []);
title 'Substracted Image with abnormality in dark area - Change from baseline'
Sub=imadjust(SubtractedImage);
imshow(Sub)
title 'Substracted Image with abnormality in black area'
%Contour of the Source and differenced Image
Normal= imcontour(One_2);
Abnormal= imcontour(Four_2);
SECTION B

Like previous section images can be converted to binary format to perform differencing. Image contours outline the diseased area.

```matlab
%Select other two images to compare - substracting abnormal/diseased image from normal eye scan %image conversion to binary
a=im2bw(one_1,0.5); b=im2bw(six_1,0.5);
imshowpair(one_1, six_1,'montage');
SubtractedImage2 = double(a) - double(b);
imshow(SubtractedImage2, []);
title 'Subtracted Image 2 with abnormality in dark area - Change from baseline'
Normal1= imcontour(a);
Abnormal1= imcontour(b);
Sub_Contour2=imcontour(SubtractedImage);
```
Image difference above displays diseased area boundary. Images on the left display image contours of the subtracted image and the contrast adjusted image to display rest of the scanned area.

Figure 9: Image differencing on binary images
COLORED IMAGE SEGMENTATION WITH K-MEANS CLUSTERING

One of the methods of image segmentation is K-means clustering where each image is segmented into a set of regions with similar pixel or groups that are close.

```matlab
Image = imread('Four.png');
imshow(Image), title('Retina Image');
text(size(Image,2),size(Image,1)+15,...
    'Image courtesy of NEI', ...
    'FontSize',7,'HorizontalAlignment','right');

%Get Clusters
colors_Image = rgb2lab(Image);
imshow(colors_Image)
Colors = colors_Image(:,:,2:3);
ab = im2single(Colors);
nColors = 3;
% repeat tImage clustering 3 times
pixel_colors = imsegkmeans(ab,nColors,'NumAttempts',3); imshow(pixel_colors,[])
title('Image Clusters');

%Get Objects in First Cluster
mask1 = pixel_labels==1;
cluster1 = Image .* uint8(mask1);
imshow(cluster1)
title('Objects in Cluster:1');

%Get Objects in Second Cluster
mask2 = pixel_labels==2;
cluster2 = Image .* uint8(mask2);
imshow(cluster2)
title('Objects in Cluster:2');

%Get Objects in Third Cluster
mask3 = pixel_labels==3;
cluster3 = Image .* uint8(mask3);
imshow(cluster3)
title('Objects in Cluster:3');
```


Figure 10: Image segmentation with K-Means Clustering
### IMAGE METRICS AND ANOMALY MEASUREMENT

1. **Distinguish similar images by Mean square error method on RGB images.**

Colored Images: Based on Mean Square Error which is defined as Mean or Average of the square of the difference between actual and estimated values of pixel intensities images can be classified as similar or different.

```matlab
imshowpair(one_1,seven_1,'montage');
title 'Check image similarity';
error_1=immse(one_1, seven_1);
imshowpair(one_1,six_1,'montage');
title 'Check image similarity';
error_2=immse(one_1, six_1)
```

Figure 11: Measure image Similarity based on error values.

2. **Distinguish similar images by Image correlation on 2D/Grayscale images.**

Image may be compared by computing the correlation coefficient between two images, a value closer to 1 indicates closer correlation between images.

```matlab
R = corr2(One_2, Two_2)    R = 1,  R1 = corr2(One_2, Four_2)  R1 = 0.6903
```

3. **Pixel to centimeters conversion**

As per standard conversions pixels may be translated to centimeters:

1 pixel (X) = 0.0264583333 cm, 1 cm = 37.7952755906 pixel (X)

4. **Dimensions Measurement**

One of the methods of image dimension measurement is by using the Image processor tool in MATLAB, this helps to dynamically estimate distance between two points and dimensions of diseased area.

5. **Area Calculation**

bwarea(One_2), bwperim(BWH,8); gives area and perimeter of the images in binary format, which will be based on image dimensions: area = 264839 sq. pixels. Divide by 1428.84 to get area in sq. cm.
MAPPING DATA FROM IMAGES TO STANDARD FORMAT FOR ANALYSIS

Measurements can be grouped to: General Eye checkups and Eye related Imaging data based on anterior (example: Lens, Cornea, Iris) or posterior chamber of the eye (example: Retina).

Physiological ophthalmic examinations, OE Domain
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